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The hake bottom trawl division is the largest component of the fishing industry in South Africa and
it is one of the strong pillars of the food industry and the national economy. It is the main source of
livelihood for many people in the West Coast and as such, finding ways of advancing it towards the
direction of fourth industrial revolution is at the top of societal interests and a top priority for the major
companies that are key players in the industry. Sea Harvest Group Limited is one of these key players
and as such, it has undertaken to be a part of the study to improve predictability of fishing by collecting
data which will contribute towards the scientific study of the patterns which determine the viability of
some fishing locations over the others at different times under various conditions. The studied region
is the West Coast grounds located in the southern Benguela at grid 32◦S: 34◦S, 16◦E :19◦E. The study is
based on the hypothesis that the main driver of the availability of hake is the upwelling, separated into
its coastal Ekman transport and curl-driven components. These two components of upwelling are driven
by winds and they are known to stimulate primary production and support a larger marine food web.
The correlations between these upwelling types and the mean monthly catch per unit effort (CPUE) of
this region is assessed. The relationship between chlorophyll abundance and hake CPUE hypothesises
lagged association of hake abundance to the underlying biological food chain driven by the upwelling
events. A multiple regression model is then produced as a basic step towards quantification. The results
suggest that Hake CPUE is lag correlated with upwelling and that some degree of predictability can be
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The hake fishery in the South and West Coast of South Africa is a major player in the food
industry and in the sovereign economy of the republic. As such, improving its efficiencies and
scientific understanding is at the pinnacle of sustaining and advancing its economic importance.
The hake fishery contributes substantially to the GDP of the country, accounting for about 40%
of all landed fish in the country according to SADC-EU (2017). The hake fishery creates 65 jobs
for every landed 1000 tones & the Western Cape province accounts for 95% of the deep sea and
inshore catches as well as 70% of the industry’s income and jobs (SADC-EU, 2017). Improving
efficiency in the fishing operations would make the fishing process less costly and decrease the
carbon footprint associated with high fishing effort. If the industry produces products at en-
vironmentally sustainable and cheaper cost, it can supply affordable products to ensure food
security and it can keep more people employed.
A study of the ocean conditions and the behaviour of fish that determine their temporal and
spatial distributions is undertaken using the data collected over a 10 year period (2009-2018) by
the bottom trawler fleet during the fishing operations performed over this period at Sea Harvest
corporation. Sea Harvest corporation is one of the major deep hake trawler companies in South
Africa for which I am an employee who has been brought in to scientifically analyse the above
mentioned database and determine any existence of correlations between catches and environ-
mental conditions. The company has been collecting this data with intentions of utilising it for
studying the existence of fishing patterns in order to make informed fishing decisions. This
would help the fishing management to allocate necessary fishing effort (number of vessels) if
the catch can be reliably predicted and the anticipated catches can be confidently outlined prior
to the fishing trip.
Winds are the main driver of surface ocean currents at sea and water masses moves from one
position to another with their properties in accordance to the forcing of the prevailing wind.
Winds that push away surface waters from the coast results in upwelling on the coast which
leads to coastal biological productivity. Biological productivity is generally indicated by chloro-
phyll presence (detected as the ocean colour from space) after an upwelling event. The corre-
lation between the upwelling, chlorophyll and catches is then assessed based on the following
quotation, "There are many examples in literature that demonstrate correlations between physi-
cal oceanographic factors and changes in fish stocks, these correlations hold for a few years and
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then break off again within a decade" (Mann, 1993).
This study assesses if there are no observable linkages in the decade of our data collection be-
tween the environment and the catches. Mann (1993) further claimed that the breaking of these
correlations does not necessarily mean that the correlation was invalid but instead it informs
that there are deeper hidden mechanisms and factors that need to be explored and understood.
This particular study assesses the correlations in the marine ecosystem wherein the intensity
of southerly winds along shore induce a coastal upwelling by laterally displacing the water
mass within the mixed layer ≈ 30 m deep according to Veitch, Penven, and Shillington (2010)
offshore such that the nutrient rich bottom waters would be sucked up to the euphotic zone
to replace the offshore displaced water in the upper ocean (Chavez and Messié, 2009). In the
presence of sunlight, this upwelled nutrient rich water stimulates a rapid growth in the phy-
toplankton biomass, which after some time leads to the growth of zooplankton that primarily
feed on the phytoplankton. Small pelagic fish such as anchovies and sardines feed on the zoo-
plankton, therefore, they also after some time grow in numbers which mean that there will be
an abundance of food for the higher trophic level species such as hake which feed primarily
on anchovies and sardines. This means that a larger biomass or congregation of hake will be
expected in this environment after some time lag from the booming of the small-pelagic fish
population.
This intuitive process is the basis of our hypothesis which states that hake availability should
increase after a strong upwelling event. We are looking to statistically analyse this lagged effect
to see if it exists. The upwelling is estimated in two ways detailed in Chapter 3 as originally
proposed by Rykaczewski and Checkley (2008); the coastal upwelling and wind stress curl in-
duced upwelling.Rykaczewski and Checkley (2008) performed a study of this nature in the West
Coast of California and obtained that correlation between the curl driven upwelling, coastal up-
welling, the chlorophyll, the halocline and nutricline depth is strong and that there is increased
surplus production during periods of strong curl driven and coastal upwelling. Our study is
designed along these lines to observe the effects in our fishing region here in southern Africa.
Most of the nutrient considerations will be based on literature but the chlorophyll is analysed,
together with the winds effect. The study is conducted by using the chlorophyll as an indi-
cator for primary production. There is no database available to us for the primary consumers
(zooplankton) and for the secondary consumers (i.e. small pelagic fish), the data attainment
and processing would have expanded the scope of the project substantially, therefore, due to
time constraints they were avoided even though they are acknowledged to be a critical compo-
nent that should be included in future studies. The only biomass estimate data available is the
predators database i.e. hake that we are tracking. The loose connection will, therefore, be made
between primary production and the predator’s abundance which mean that there might be a
lag between peak(s) of the predictor variable(s) and the response variable, hake.
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Goals
• The first aim which is achievable in the context of this thesis is to provide useful statistical
relationships that can be used for predicting the next hake fishing hot-spot so that when the
fleet executive sends the vessel into the sea, there would be an element of predictability
in the decision process to assist the skippers (Vessel captains) and to complement their
expertise.
• The long-term goal is to enhance cost saving within the company and in the industry,
as well as to promote effective fishing so that the industry gains competitive edge in the
trading market.
• The second long-term goal is to improve the lifestyle and balance of well-being of the
fishermen such that they are efficient in doing a months worth of fishing during a fishing
trip in a shorter amount of time so that they can spend more time at home with their
families while maintaining their good income.
Objectives
• The number one objective is to analyse some of the various environmental factors that
drives hake availability in the Southern Benguela region.
• The second objective is to familiarize the growing business intelligence of the South African
fishing industry with the upwelling patterns and chlorophyll patterns that exhibit the
Southern Benguela region in order to lay the grounds for connecting dots in other physical
oceanographic researches that depend on this basic understanding.
This thesis contains a proprietary data and they will be treated in a special way. The private
data is obtained and handled in the method outlined in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 and 3.3. The rest
of the analysis of this data will be performed in the protected chapter, Chapter 5. Sea Harvest




2.1 Climate of Western Cape and South Benguela Region
The extended austral winter (April-September) in the Western Cape shown in Figure 2.1 is char-
acterised by wet conditions associated with cold fronts and north westerly winds according
to Favre et al. (2013), Weldon and Reason (2014) and according to Engelbrecht and Landman
(2016). These conditions reverse during the extended austral summer (September-April) as the
wind reverse direction. The climate of this region is known as a Mediterranean climate be-
cause of its characteristics which match those of the countries surrounding the Mediterranean
Sea. This match comes about because of the corresponding latitudinal positioning around the
equator (subtropical latitudes). The characteristics of this region include hot dry summers, cold
wet winters, austral south westerly wind gusts and south-easterly summer winds. The most
pertinent of all these to our study is the south easterly winds because it is related to upwelling
of colder and nutrient-rich waters. The upwelling is effected by south easterly winds shape of
our coastline shown in Figure 2.1. This relationship of the coastline shape and southerly wind
direction resulting in upwelling is clarified deeper in Chapter 3.
FIGURE 2.1: The Western Cape and Southern Benguela region and the south coast.
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Hutchings et al. (2009) suggest that the pulsed low pressure systems suppress upwelling and
that these low pressure systems arrive at an interval of 3-10 days in the coast of the South-
ern Benguela as shown in Figure 2.2 panel (a). Hutchings et al. (2009) further assert that these
pulsed coastally trapped low pressure systems in the West Coast drive a pulsed upwelling effect
demonstrated in pane (b) of Figure 2.2 where the index signal centred at zero is the meridional
wind speed (labeled Average of NS wind speed) in the figure. It can be seen that during a merid-
ional wind, there is a cumulative divergence per upwelling event once a low pressure system
arrives as a pulse, this is broken which means that there will be a momentary suppression of
upwelling during the coastaly trapped low pressure system passing.
FIGURE 2.2: The impact of high and low pressure cells in the Southern Benguela
region (Hutchings et al., 2009).
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The seasonality of upwelling patterns is embedded in the seasonality of the winds themselves
which are driven by the pressure systems which interact with the coast in the way that has been
explained above. The cold fronts are a prevalent phenomenon in the austral winters in this area
during this time as depicted in Figure 2.3 which is a snapshot of a low pressure system pattern
in winter in this region. The South Atlantic high pressure system is located in its position in the
south Atlantic during summer, hence the severely reduced occurrence of cold fronts hitting the
coast during this season as shown in Figure 2.4. However, during winter it is pushed up merid-
ionally and replaced by cold fronts that emanate from the meridionally shifted low pressure
systems.
The curved bold black-line in Figure 2.3 represents a cold front extending from a cold pres-
sure cell and approaching sub-continent during winter, a phenomenon that does not arise in
austral summer. Coastally bound high pressure systems present winds that are oriented South
Easeterly or Southerly which are important for inducing upwelling as they are positively merid-
ional and parallel to the coast. The upwelling of sea waters contribute to calm conditions in the
atmosphere since the upwelling waters are colder and they cool the surface atmosphere, making









FIGURE 2.3: Synoptic weather map showing a snap shot of a synoptic pressure systems in a typical Winter day. Courtesy















FIGURE 2.4: Synoptic weather map showing a snap shot of a showing synoptic pressure systems in a typical Summer day.
Courtesy of SAWS (South African Weather Service)
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2.2 Oceanography of the Southern Benguela Region
There are four major Eastern Boundary Current systems (EBCs) that are recognised for their
unique ocean properties in the world, among which is the Benguela current system. The EBCs
are the most productive marine ecosystems in the global ocean basin (Carr, 2001). Their pro-
ductivity accounts for 5% of the global marine production and 17% of the global fish catches
(Carr, 2001), while they are only less than 1% of the world’s ocean by fraction (Messié and
Chavez, 2015). The four EBCs namely are the California Current, Canary Current (West Africa),
Humboldt Current System (Near Peru), and the Benguela Current System located on the South
West Coast of Africa. According to Carr (2001), the most productive of all the four EBCs is the
Benguela Current System with 0.37 Gt C per year based on the 1997-1999 study of the satellite-
based estimates of potential primary production. According to Chavez and Messié (2009), the
upwelling favourable winds generally increase offshore to maximum velocities at around 50-200
km away from the coast and then flatten or weaken further into the high seas.
Hutchings et al. (2009) describe the Southern Benguela region, a subregion in which our study
area is located as an unusual system as it is surrounded by two stratified warm temperate
boundaries on both sides of the wind-driven upwelling system. These boundaries are the Agul-
has current leaks (rings) characterised by warm Agulhas current properties and warm Angola
current as displayed in Figure 2.5. The currents and features shown in Figure 2.5 in the Benguela
upwelling system include upwelling cells and currents. The black lines showing main currents
are the surface currents such as the Agulhas Current (AgC), its retroflection on the South coast,
the Agulhas rings formed through the breaking of the AgC during retroflection, the Benguela
coastal current (BCC), the Benguela oceanic current (BOC) which is part of the larger Sub trop-
ical gyre (STG). The other currents that are part of the large scale circulation around our study
area are the South Atlantic current (SAC) and the Antarctic circumpolar current (ACC).
The Equatorial Under Current, South Equatorial Current and counter current (EUC), (SEC) and
(SECC) respectively are very far to have a known effect on our region of study even though they
are also shown as part of the Benguela current Large Marine Ecosystem (BCLME). Not shown
in this figure (Figure 2.5) is the South Atlantic Central Water (SAWC) that flow underneath the
sea surface as the pole-ward counter current on the Benguela upwelling system. The SACW is
responsible for the nutrient rich cold cells that are in the Southern Benguela upwelling system
(Ismail et al., 2015).
The entire West Coast constitutes what can be referred to as an upwelling region. However,
there are hot-spots where upwelling takes place in more intense rates and for longer periods in
a year, aided by the shape of the bathymetry. These locations are called upwelling cells depicted
in grey patches in Figure 2.5. The biggest in the entire Benguela region is the Lüderitz plume
(cell) located on the coast of Namibia.
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FIGURE 2.5: A conceptual depiction of major aspects of the physical oceanogra-
phy around the Benguela upwelling system, particularly the southern Africa on the
West Coast as shown by Verheye et al. (2016), also demonstrated by Payne and Punt
(1995).
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The cells that are most relevant to our sub-region (study area) are located below the Orange
river and near the coast of Cape Town, namely the Cape Columbine cell and the Cape point cell
located 1◦ North of Cape Town and at the coast of Cape Town respectively as described by Pfaff
et al. (2011) where the Cape point cell is also referred to as the Cape Columbine plume by Payne
and Punt (1995). Further description of the remote features presented in this figure is can be
found in the reference paper mentioned above.
The features of the nutrient distributions have been analysed in the EBC’s by various papers.
The important nutrients are those that have a biological importance on the organisms and ones
that are transported by wind-driven processes namely nitrate, phosphate, silicate and iron (Mes-
sié and Chavez, 2015). In the Benguela region along side with the Peru ecosystem, the latitudinal
variation of primary production is driven by iron supply from sediments (Messié and Chavez,
2015). Messié and Chavez (2015) further claims that iron regulation is generally a major micro
nutrient alongside light supply in other regions as well, therefore, there may be further hid-
den interactions on the chemical level that need to be understood in the Benguela ecosystem to
ascertain the one primary driver that is unique from other systems.
Wind-driven nitrate supply through upwelling of nutrient-rich bottom waters is a main regu-
lator in this region but nitrate may remain underutilised if the iron and light are low as in the
Peruvian Austral winters (Messié and Chavez, 2015). Similarly the high abundance of iron is
not useful if there is no upwelling (Messié and Chavez, 2015). The source waters for upwelling
in the Benguela region 20-35◦ S come almost exclusively from 26.5 σθ of potential density ac-
cording to Carr and Kearns (2003). Carr and Kearns (2003) state that the characteristics of the
upwelled Benguela current water are 12-18 ◦C of temperature and 34.9-35.2 psu of dissolved
salt, although Ismail et al. (2015) claimed a value that is slightly outside this range (34.8 psu) on
a more recent study.
The process of upwelling involves vertical transport of colder water masses from the deep ocean
to the shallower reaches of the ocean as stated earlier in the chapter. This process supports ma-
jority of fishing industries because it brings nutrient rich deep sea water into the euphotic zone
(Schumann, Perrins, and Hunter, 1982). The fish then prey on the low trophic level species that
prey on the plankton and micro-organisms that rely on the upwelled nutrients. The vertical
transport of nutrients is due to two forms of upwelling, the transport driven and the curl driven
upwelling. Rykaczewski and Checkley (2008) showed that the two mentioned upwellings have
a positive effect on production in two unique ways. They demonstrated that zooplankton are
relatively larger in areas of Ekman upwelling as opposed to areas of curl driven upwelling
which is characterised by slower vertical transport. Rykaczewski and Checkley (2008) goes fur-
ther to demonstrate that curl driven upwelling even though slower in vertical velocity, brings
up more water volume as it tends to cover larger areas, therefore, both forms must be estimated
in order to fully estimate availability of nutrients in each time.
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Albert et al. (2010) demonstrate with blue vectors that more surface area of upwelling is possible
due to the combined effect of curl-driven and coastal upwelling on the left plot of Figure 2.6. The
pole-ward undercurrent is the source water referred to earlier as the SAWC. The into the page
red back end arrow vectors shown on the top of the diagrams depict wind stress. It is appearing
on the left hand plot that these vectors are diminishing towards coast. This is the phenomenon
referred to as wind curl. It is driven by the friction of the coastal land and mountains.
The Ekman upwelling of the right hand-side depicts winds over the surface of the ocean that
induce friction on the water column and this frictional effect is altered in direction as it is trans-
ferred down the water column due to Coriolis force (not shown). This Coriolis effect drives the
net movement of the Ekman layer of water (≈ 150 m deep) offshore, resulting in coastal vacancy
which is then filled by deep waters near the coast by surging up to near surface. This is called
coastal upwelling.
FIGURE 2.6: Schematic scenarios of the curl driven and transport driven upwelling,
on the left and right respectively Albert et al. (2010)
Rykaczewski and Checkley (2008) fully demonstrated that the approach of estimating fish pro-
duction from the analysis of upwelling favourable winds is a working approach in the Califor-
nia coast (Northern hemisphere) by estimating the effects of upwelling on sardine production.
They discovered that there were positive correlations between the curl driven upwelling of the
Northern hemisphere summer upwelling and the surplus production of sardine. The link be-
tween physical oceanography, food chains and food stocks is a very curious and intuitive way
of doing scientific analysis through correlations of recruitment with climatic variables.
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2.3 Hake Distribution in the Southern Benguela Region
The hake fishery is the most economically prominent sector within the fishing industry in south
Africa, it is also the largest exporter of the perishable frozen products and has an international
reputation of quality and reliability (Kleinschmidt, Sauer, and Britz, 2003). This adds to all the
reasons why there is a need for improved efforts to fish effectively. Since the early 20th century,
the Cape hake fishery have formed the basis of a substantial local trawl fishery (Botha, 1985). In
the late 1950’s, the South African trawler fleet has been split into two parts; the inshore segment
(vessels operating in water depths of range 30-120 m) comprising of the hand-line and longline
and the deep sea fleet that operates in depths that are deeper than 110 m (Japp, 1990), the latter
being the focus of this paper.
Marine biologists consider the species of hake in the fishing grounds of South Africa to be two
distinct species, namely the Merluccius capensis and the Melrluccius paradoxus (Garavelli et al.,
2012). It is important to know about their distinction when considering conservation and species
distribution analysis, however there is no empirical separation during fishing activity since the
two are considered a single stock in the fishing industry as stated by Gordoa, Masó, and Voges
(2000), Botha (1985), and Fairweather et al. (2006).
Hake is the target species for the deep trawl fisheries in the south and West Coast of South
Africa. However, it is important to note that a whole host of other well known fish species
get harvested as an incidental bi-catch. These fish include the Genypterus capensis commonly
known as the Kingklip, Zeus faber commonly known as John Dory, Thyrsites atun known as
Snoek, Lophius vomerinus known as Monkfish and many more. Table 2.1 displays the distribution
of catches over the last few years and gives an idea of the proportion of by-catch as compared to
the targeted hake that is landed by the deep hake fishery in a period of a year. One of the aims
of this study is to also investigate the most suitable fishing months for hake in terms of volume
(ton) where there is a good size mix of hake (large-medium-small in approx. equal proportions)
and the bi-catch is minimal in the harvest uptake. The hake sizes (grades) are given as small ≤
15 cm, medium ≤ 16-34 cm and large being ≥ 35 cm from head to tail (Mbatha et al., 2019). This
is a grading standard also widely accepted across the hake fisheries.
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TABLE 2.1: Hake and by-catch catches in 2016 and 2017 according to the fishing
industry handbook 2018.
Landed nominal mass (kg) Deep-sea trawl catches
YEAR 2016 2017
Hake 125 781 176 117 170 272
Cape Horse Mackerel 2 679 680 2 518 065
Monk 7 342 960 7 877 236
Kingklip 2 600 967 2 202 815
Snoek 2 689 530 4 147 047
Ribbon-fish 3 439 281 4 686 955
Jacopovers 1 064 476 1 001 112
John Dory 1 260 311 1 267 778
Atlantic Pompfret 4 378 397 3 292 173
Chokka 349 126 248 108
Other 2 864 522 1 478 692
Total 152 770 746 145 890 253
Note: Source: (Fishing Industry Handbook, 2018)
Fish recruitment depends largely on the environmental conditions, particularly those experi-
enced by early ichthyoplanktonic life stages of the fish (Garavelli et al., 2012). The spawning
of hake takes place virtually all year round and it is also possible that female hake may spawn
more than once a year according to Punt and Leslie (1991). This annually scatted bi-modal
distribution of the reproductive cycle makes it possible for the West Coast hake to have an all
year long availability when linking availability to the species natality. It is important to high-
light that we are not running a production model in this study but a simple correlation analysis
model. Most methodologies which can be used in the management of this renewable resource
are mathematically and statistically complex and computationally intensive and they are mired
with high level of variance since their conclusions are based on assumptions that are sometimes
hard to verify (Punt, 1992). The variety of conditions that exist during a fishing activity makes
the ability of the fishing gear to have a strong bias when assessing the fish stocks in different
environments (Pillar and Barange, 1997). This adds to the level of variance that arises due to the
environmental conditions.
Most studies have concluded that hake generally feed at night in mid-waters as opposed to
the bottom that they inhibit during the day (Pillar and Barange, 1997). They are also not daily
feeders, juveniles rise to the feeding locations once in 2 days while adults can dwell at the bottom
for up to six days. This sheds light on the reason why low catches are generally observed at
night. The large fish are believed to be cannibalising on the small fish. This is considered as
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another possible reason for less movement into the mid waters by the large hake (Payne, Rose,
and Leslie, 1987). According to Botha (1985) and Booth (2000), the sub-species of hake that
inhabit the mid waters is the Merluccius capensis which is situated at regions of around 400-500
m, the deeper dwelling sub-species is the generally bigger Melrluccius paradoxes. (Botha, 1985)
suggests that most fished marine ecosystems studied for over a decade show structural shifts
in fish assemblages. This could imply that the observations made in the earlier stages of our
decade long study may be less important in the conclusions and deductions of patterns from
the study. Shallower assemblages are more variant on a seasonal basis compared to the deeper
assemblages through-out the year (Atkinson et al., 2011). This signifies the importance of the
role played by water temperature since the shallower waters will be more affected by solar
heating than waters in the deep.
Atkinson et al. (2011) also assert that fish assemblages in the deeper shelves could be more
affected by conditions such as oxygen concentration in those regions more than the temperature.
However, the strong parallel relationship between water temperature and dissolved oxygen
concentration in water cannot be ignored as it could actually be the driving mechanism even in
the shallower waters since cold water is usually low in oxygen. This could become a seasonally
induced oxygenation and deoxygenation of the environment. Even though bottom fish are not
at risk of having their habitat lacking in oxygen since deep waters are seldom deoxyginated,
they are most probably less tolerant of high temperature.
Mbatha et al. (2019) found that juveniles (small hake) are the most affected hake size by dis-
solved oxygen compared to variables like bottom temperature and inter-annual variation in the
2003-2013 decade of study. They also found that small hake specifically gets negatively affected
by both the extreme lows and extreme highs of dissolved oxygen while the medium and large
hakes only gets badly impacted by very low oxygen concentrations only. This study will be
comparing the portion of its decade’s results with results from Mbatha et al. (2019) during the




The vessels operated in the displayed region in Figure 3.1 and collectively collected data for the
time period of 12 December 2009 till present (but the study runs till 30 September 2018). The
data is all located within the depth contours depicted in Figure 3.1 which is where all of all the
catch data we have was obtained for this study.
FIGURE 3.1: The study area is named the West Coast fishing grounds and it is the
southern region of the Benguela upwelling system.
The West Coast fishing grounds in the red-boxed region are located at the southern most part
of the Benguela upwelling system which spans from the coast of Angola down to the Cape (the
southern most edge of Africa) . The analysis is performed within the 150-750 m isobaths because
the deep hake fishery is permitted to fish in waters deeper than 120 m as already outlined in the
previous chapter. The selection of the minimum depth as 150 m as opposed to 120 m is based on
the Sea Harvest catch data since the company deliberately targets 150 m as its minimum. The
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750 m isobath is based on the gear strength limitations. This region is also bounded by the 32◦-
34◦S latitude which this is where the major focus of the research will be located. The justification
for these latitudes is that this region is hypothesized to have different patterns from the region
on latitudes above and below it in terms of seasonality of catches according to fishermen at
Sea Harvest. It was found to be logical to treat it as a stand alone study area so that it may
be compared with the outcomes of the other regions in future to test the said hypothesis. This
whole region is referred to as the West Coast fishing grounds for the purposes of this study. The
West Coast grounds are at the door step of the Saldanha Bay harbour, the busiest of all the hake
fishing grounds in the coast of South Africa according to Sea Harvest database.
3.2 Fishing Method Process & Associated Error Sources
3.2.1 Fishing method
The fishing data used in this study have been obtained and recorded through digital data log-
gers (DDLs) installed in four Sea Harvest fresh fish vessels (V1,V2,V3 & V4) and a single freezer
vessel (F1). The trawl catch data is collected during normal fishing activities by means of de-
ploying a large net that is 50-60 m from the foot-rope to the codend see Figure 3.2, down to the
ocean where the sea floor is relatively flat and then the vessel steams at 3-4 knots in the trawl-
ing direction. Trawl doors get stretched and opened by the force of the water on them and can
stretch as wide as 100-140 m apart from each other allowing fish to be directed into the opening
of the net. The warp on both doors is the cable that connects the vessel to the oval doors for
pulling the net. The fishing trawl process, commonly referred to as a drag in the fishing industry
usually takes 1-3 hours. There is lack of interest for longer drags as they dramatically lower the
quality of catch. This is the time that is factored in as the effort during the CPUE computation as
detailed in Section 3.3.2.
The sensors are located at the top of the net on two locations labelled 1 and 2 as shown on
Figure 3.2. The sensor in location 1 is called the trawl sounder and it records the activity on the
net opening, the speed and bottom temperature. Please note that temperature will not form part
of this study. The calibration of the sensors is not always guaranteed and the small uncertain
variations in bottom temperature are less likely to give indications on upwelling conditions,
Therefore have been excluded from the study at this point. The sensor in the second location
is called the catch sensor, it gives an indication of tension on the net mesh which signifies the
tonnage of fish that are already caught in the bag. These sensors are general equipment that
serves to notify the fishermen about what is happening in the net during trawling and updates
them when should they pull the net back up to the vessel.
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FIGURE 3.2: Trawler net diagram demonstrating a bottom trawl fishing gear
3.2.2 Sources of error
There is a significant amount of error that is associated with the catch equipment. The Sea Har-
vest database does not have a well documented history of misfires in the fishing launch. The
misfire is a failed proper deployment of a fishing net, which is a seldom scenario that occurs
when the trawling doors (oval blue parts on the net diagram) falls flat and can not open the net.
The record of such an event would indicate a low catch or a zero ton catch on the DDL because
there is no fish caught when in actual fact this entry must be completely discarded. During
the data cleaning process, all extreme outliers were removed in order to eliminate errors of this
nature and other forms. However, if a misfire occur during the mid-stage of a successful trawl,
then the time spent in a trawl with the nets closed would negatively affect the CPUE estimation.
This is worth pointing out as a possible source of error which will be attributed to the white
noise on the data signal alongside other sources of error.
The mesh-grid of the net ranges between 140-160 mm for vessels V1,V2,V3 & V4, 160 mm being
mostly for vessel F1. Vessel V2 and V3 have the same trawling gear which indicates that they
have the same opening sizes during the fishing process. The Vessel V1 and V4 have the same
gear but V4 was converted into a freezer and soon retired from the fleet. F1 has a unique gear
equipment as it is a freezer vessel. The mention of all these variations is to acknowledge and
indicate further minor sources of bias in the catch estimations. However, it is important to note
that there is no intention of taking the vessel to vessel biases on this study as it would expand
the scope of the study. Further sources of error are environmental. The most obvious among
them being the underwater topography as well as the current speeds and directions. For an
example, fish may be influenced by current directions and they may prefer rocky environments
which are not trawl-able. These factors among many others makes our study seem narrow as
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they will all not be factored in. However, the general patterns should be detectable as the factors
we are analysing are known to be very important.
3.3 In situ Data Handling Procedure and Analysis
3.3.1 Hake data description
The Sea-harvest data is a proprietary database that has been made available for the purposes of
our study but not for complete open access.The detailed analysis of this data is therefore per-
formed on the protected chapter, Chapter 5. This chapter will be accessible to members of the
scientific community and general public upon request if a non-disclosure agreement is signed
by that individual. The summery of these data is detailed as follows:
• The data structure is in a tabular form. In it among many variables, the daily catch quan-
tities for each species are given in each drag. The computation of these catch quantities is
given in the next subsection, Section 3.2.2
• The starting times and the end times of each drag are part of the tabulated structure, there-
fore the duration of the drag is determined from their difference. This represents what is
referred to as the e f f ort in Section 3.2.2.
• The CPUE is given as a column in this tabular structure after having been determined by
making use of the above variables, catch and effort. This is detailed in the computation
section as well. Section 3.2.2.
• The CPUE is then averaged to give a daily average CPUE. The daily average CPUE is
again averaged to give a monthly average CPUE. The rationale behind using a monthly
CPUE is that a daily or weekly data would have too many gaps resulting from weeks of
no fishing recorded possibly because of holiday breaks towards the end of the year where
most vessels are on leave or accidental skipping of the data recording process on the DDLs
during fishing. Too many breaks are minimised by using monthly averages.
3.3.2 Hake data computation.
The first operation performed on the structure was to insert an additional column of conversion
factors for each and every species fished, where conversion factor (c) is 1.46 for headed and
gutted hake. The rest of the species that may be caught are listed in Table 2.1, they each have a
different conversion factor but all only but hake will be considered in this work. These conver-
sion factors are gazetted and shared by government to the fishing companies. These conversion
factors are considered as accurate means of measuring the initial weight of an unprocessed fish
after it has been processed. The conversion factor for an unprocessed round fish would be 1 to
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show that it is whole. The conversion factors are important in the calculation of a Catch because
their inverse (1c ) signifies a proportion of hake that remains after the head and guts have been
removed through the process of heading and gutting. The number of packing units n, refers to
the number of bins or tubs used to stock the fish after heading and gutting and the packing unit
capacity p is their volume in kilograms. The product of conversion factor c, number of packing
units n and packing unit capacity p gives the computation of the catch as shown below.
Catchg = cng pg (3.1)
where g=1,2,3...n is the number of drags. Catch is used to compute the CPUE. Fairweather et al.
(2006) gives further background information on the computation of a CPUE.
CPUEg = Catchg(
60
e f f ortg
) (3.2)
The CPUE is a strong indicator of the catchability of fish because it takes into account the time
spent on achieving a single catch. The unit of time used for the e f f ort is minutes but because of
the numerator of 60 factored on the CPUE equation over the e f f ort, the output of the CPUE will
be in ton/hour. It is a general practice in statistics to take ecological data sets that have a skewed
distribution through a logarithm transformation in order to make it fit a normal distribution.
This is the case in our study, therefore, a log of CPUE was taken before finding the standard















The Standardised Anomaly Index (I) is a component that is very useful in determining the level
of catch on a comparative level in a time-line. In other words a high catch is a catch that is more
than 1 standard deviation (σ) above the mean (µ) of all fishing drags performed in the timeline.
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3.4 Publicly Available Scientific Wind Data
3.4.1 Reanalysis wind data.
The wind field data utilised in this study is obtained from the ERA interim database found in
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF1) repository at a grid res-
olution of 0.75◦ × 0.75◦ and the ERA 5 database product from the Copernicus Climate Data
Store2 repository. The ERA interim product available from 1 January 1979 to 31 August 2019 is
now fully replaced by the ERA 5 product which means that a replication of this study in future
would be fully based in ERA 5 in the same way that the improvements and modelling advances
in ERA-Interim also necessitated that it replace ERA-40 reanalysis in 2002 (Dee et al., 2011). The
ERA 5 data product entails a high resolution zonal and meridional wind components at 0.25◦
× 0.25◦ degree resolution. The 10 m above sea surface wind velocity components are used as
representative of surface winds.
The retrieval of the reanalysis data is performed on python programming language by con-
necting to the ECMWF database server through their connecting Application Programming In-
terface (API) and by making use of the automated python script for a recursive data download
process. The data download script is freely available on the ECMWF repository for this pur-
pose. It only requires a few adjustments for the specific requirements of the user. The ERA
5 data download process is a very similar process on the Copernicus Climate Data Store ex-
cept that you don’t need to run a script outside the repository platform to start retrieving data
since the data can be queried there on the platform and then the Network Common Data Form
(netCDF) data file(s) can be retrieved. The netCDF is the data format for both wind products
retrieved.
The ERA 5 and ERA interim wind data was processed in a Linux shell terminal. The Era 5
wind data structure is a 4 dimensional matrix array (X,Y,W,t), where X,Y,W and t are the zonal
component, meridional component, wind magnitude and time (3 hourly) respectively. For the
processing of the 3 hourly (00:00, 03:00, 06:00... , ...18:00 & 21:00) reanalysis data into daily
& monthly mean files, I used the Common Data Operator software (CDO). The ERA interim
wind data set also follows the same data structure, but it is available as 6 hourly winds instead.
Hourly winds were avoided to save computer space, this is why the data was taken through
CDO in order to make it monthly instead of 3 or 6 hourly. The final analysis of these data was
performed on MATLAB for data visualization, time series analysis and lagged correlation com-
putations. All the equations given in this section represents MATLAB programming operations
performed on various computations. The R programming language was employed in the com-
putation of the statistical comparisons and on the modelling section. All the statistical section
1https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/reanalysis-datasets/era-interim
2https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/!/home
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outputs were computed in R.
3.4.2 Ekman transport upwelling estimation
Ekman transport driven upwelling (Ekman upwelling) occurs on the coast at a location of Ek-
man transport, in a region that is within the Rossby radius of deformation. Ekman transport
is the flux of the offshore displaced water that moves due to the forcing of the wind stress (τ)
component parallel to the coast. The wind stress (Nm−2) is computed by taking the product of
the density of air, the drag coefficient of the steady sea surface and the wind magnitude acting
on that location as shown below.
τ = ρ1CDW2 (3.6)
The Coriolis force on the sphere is expressed by means of the Coriolis parameter ( f ) is an inertial
force associated with a rotating object (earth) that impacts large scale features and induce a
deviation in a perpendicular direction to the prevailing motion. Its effect in the upper portion
of the ocean when acted upon by an alongshore wind stress is to drift the water transport in
a direction that is perpendicular to the wind stress in an anticlockwise drift (leftward) in the
southern hemisphere. The omega (Ω) is the angular velocity of the earth and the latitudinal
position is given as θ.
f = 2Ω sin(θ) (3.7)
The rate of upwelling can be estimated from the Ekman transport in magnitude because the Ek-
man upwelling replaces the volume of space that would be left vacant by water that is subjected
to Ekman transport (m2s−1) on the upper ocean when it is drifted by the wind. This is to ensure
the conservation of mass as the volume of the ocean stays fixed. The meridional wind stress
component (τy) is approximately equal to the alongshore wind stress (τy≈τa) since the shape of
the West Coast grounds and North Coast area coastline is mostly oriented North-South. The





The Rossby radius of deformation (Rd) is an important parameter to measure the spatial scale
of balance between rotational and gravity effects. Rd diminishes with latitude from the equator
and it is estimated to be around 20 km at 30◦S according to (Bachèlery, Illig, and Dadou, 2016).
The associated vertical volume flow is computed by considering the Rossby radius of deforma-
tion and the area (A) of the study. The area between 32◦ and 34◦S and within the 150-750 m
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underwater contours where all the permitted fishing takes place is multiplied by the estimated
vertical upwelling velocity. Marshall and Plumb (2007) shows a full derivation for both the Ek-






3.4.3 Wind stress curl upwelling estimation
Wind stress curl is the torque acting on the surface of the ocean as a result of induced shear by







A central difference method is applied in order to determine the curl field. The expression for
the numerically estimated curl is:
Curlz(τ) =
τy(i, j + 1)− τy(i, j− 1)
2Dx
− τx(i + 1, j)− τx(i− 1, j)
2Dy
(3.11)
• i and j are the row and column index of the current grid cell
• Dx and Dy are the widths and heights of the current grid cell in the 0.25◦× 0.25◦ resolution
data. Dy is constant (1110004 ) m while Dx changes with latitude. This is because the Dx gets
narrower the further you are from the equator.
• The denominator 2 in the equation indicates the number of indices (i and j) that a grid has
from its centre going either side of the grid pixel as shown in Figure 3.3.
FIGURE 3.3: Central difference grid model schematic of the spatial wind data.
The expression above is computed through the MATLAB function courtesy of Ramkrushn Patel3
which had to be edited, tailored and corrected for parts that did not work in it such as the
3https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/53392-wind-stress-curl-from-wind-data
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structure of the dimensions and the computation of the backward difference of the function. The
Ekman vertical velocity estimation is approximated by the wind stress curl. The computation is














The associated vertical volume flow can be computed by considering the area of study and the
upward velocity. Volume flow (Vf 2) in Sverdrup (Sv) is the final output. It is determined as
follows:
Vf 2 = A× wcurl (3.13)
3.5 Chlorophyll Data
The chlorophyll data is obtainable from the NASA Ocean Colour4 data repository. The reso-
lution of this product is obtained as a 4 km monthly mean in order to be consistent with the
wind and hake data frequency. The MODIS (Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer)
terra level-3 product from satellite orbiting the earth and is capable of collecting ocean colour
data imagery through the use of microwave radiation sensing. Radiation sensing at these wave-
lengths poses a set of problems for daily analysis as there is often a band of clouds in the area
which makes it impossible for the transmission of data from the sea surface to the satellite. This
is part of the reason why the monthly mean chlorophyll data has been chosen as opposed to
the daily data. 8 day chlorophyll composites are also avoided as they do not align well with
the catch data which has been aggregated to monthly means. The log base 10 of the chlorophyll
concentration has been taken in order easily visualise the concentrations. Otherwise chloro-
phyll concentrations are very close to zero for the most part and a few are quite high, therefore,
a log base 10 transformation is necessary and is usually taken to flatten an otherwise skewed
logarithmic data. The chlorophyll concentration is in (mg/m3). The chlorophyll monthly mean
computations are performed by the computation of the total number of pixles (P) in the target
region and then the estimation of the mean chlorophyll in area A defined the previous section.
Monthly values are used in a time series to determine the biological product (Chla) average over
the area. The following equation estimates Chla concentrations averaged over the entire region
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Where t=1,2,3...T, the number of months within the span of 2009-2018 of fish data collection and
n =1,2,3...P, is the total number of 4×4 km grid pixels, and Chla is the mean monthly chlorophyll
at month t.
3.6 Other Data Sources and Tools
For the bathymetry, the GEBCO5 (The General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans) database repos-
itory was consulted for the high resolution 1 minute ocean floor data. GEBCO is a combination
of bathymetric data obtained through direct acoustic soundings and satellite altimetry data.
The two methods are then integrated to determine an interpolated depth over the grid. The
bathymetric data has been important in defining the boundaries of the study area and in the
interpolation of the wind effects within the studied region for quantification. All analysis in
this project have been performed by the use of Linux shell terminal, MATLAB programming
software (Piretzidis and Sideris, 2016), (MATLAB, 2018), Python (Van Rossum and Drake, 2009)
and R-Studio (R Core Team, 2019) for statistical analysis, visualisation and modelling.
3.7 Statistical Methods :Regression
The statistical method selected in the study is the multiple regression modelling where all pre-
dictor variables are investigated for their influence over the response variable. This is performed
in detail in Chapter 6.3. The predictor variables are the monthly Ekman upwelling, curl driven
upwelling and chlorophyll concentration while the response variable is monthly Hake CPUE.
The objective is to come up with a regression that models a continuous variable Y as a mathe-
matical function of the response X variables (Rencher and Schaalje, 2008). The Y represents hake
CPUE whereas X represents each of the predictor variables already mentioned. The generalized
mathematical expression of the multivariate regression is as follows:
Y = β0 + β1X1 + ... + βnXn + ε (3.15)
Where β0 is the intercept and βn is the coefficient of the predictor variable. ε is the error term,
the part of Y the regression model is unable to explain.
3.7.1 Regression Model selection
Model selection is based on the next parametres which are each computed separately for each
model and eventually compared in a tabular format (shown in Chapter 6) in order to ascertain
5https://www.gebco.net/
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the most probable model to fit our data. The first one is the r2 is given as
R2 = 1− SSE
SST
(3.16)
The r2 is a quantity that represents the amount of variation in the response variable that can be
explained by the predictor variable(s). The SSE is the sum of squares errors and the SST is the
total sum of squares computed as SSE = ∑ni (yi − ŷi)
2 and SST = ∑ni (yi − ȳi)
2 respectively. The
ŷi is the predicted value of the observation i whereas ȳ is the mean of the continuous predicted
variable. The adjusted r2 on the other hand is good for comparing models that has multiple
predictor models because each additional variable adds also adds to the variation therefore,
an adjusted R squared penalizes every additional variable added in order to optimise r2 of the







(n−q) and MST =
SST
(n−1) are the mean squared error and mean squared total
respectively where n is the number of observations and q is the number of coefficients in a
model which represents the number of predictor variables.







The t-statistic is determined by making use of the model coefficients and standard error when
they are known. This serves to give the p-values as well as is performed by the following
computation:
tStatistic =
β− coe f f icient
Std.Error
(3.19)
The p-value or Pr(> |t|) is the probability that a t-value is as high or higher than the observed
test statistic value when the null hypothesis is true i.e when there is no detectable relationship. A
high t-value indicates that it is less likely that the null hypothesis is true, i.e. that the coefficient
is zero. A low p-value signifies that the coefficients are significant. Our study is performed at
a 95% confidence, therefore the significance level of 0.05 becomes the threshold where p-value
must be below 0.05 in order to conclude that our model is indeed significant.
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Similarly, Pr(> |F|) is also a p-value and it is the probability that a F-value is as high or higher
than the observed test statistic value when the null hypothesis is true. A null hypothesis is the
assumption that there is no relationship between coefficients as already differently stated above.
The F-statistic, similar to the standard error measures the goodness of fit where MSR is the mean









The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) proposed by Akaike (1974) is useful in ensuring a bal-
ance between the under-fitting of the model and over-fitting. It is important to ensure that the
model is not under-fitted because in this case it will be too simple to detect the underlying
trend and it would lead to a bias, however if it is over-fitted it will also pose a problem of over-
complicating the pattern. The complex model will model the variance whereas a simple/under-
fitted model can’t predict reliably. AIC is employed to give balance in this regard and it is given
in the expression below where log(L(θ̂|Data)) is the log-likelihood of a particular model and K
is the number of estimated parametres.
AIC = −2 log(L(θ̂|Data)) + 2K (3.21)
In this expression −2 log(L(θ̂|Data)) is the measure of how close the model fits the observed
data (hake CPUE). The larger the −2 log(L(θ̂|Data)) is, the worse the model and the converse
is true. The 2K part of the equation can be viewed as the penalty for model complexity. This is
to ensure that over-fitting is prevented in the best model because the more the parameters, the
more complex the model is. This will be used in the model selection in Chapter 6.3.
TABLE 3.1: Summary of the statistics and criteria that are used in the selection of a
regression model.
Statistic used Criterion applied
r2 Higher value is preferable
r2adj Higher value is preferable
F-Statistic Higher value is preferable
Std. Error Closer to zero the better
t-statistic Should be greater 1.96 for
p-value to be less than 0.05
AIC Lower value is preferable
MSE (Mean squared error) Lower value is preferable
SS (Sum of squares) Lower value is preferable
MS (Mean squares) Lower value is preferable
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3.7.2 Model validation
Model validation and diagnostics of the multiple linear regression methods are presented in
accordance to chapter 9 of the Linear Models in Statistics book by Rencher and Schaalje (2008)
and Linear Models with R by Faraway (2014). Model validation is performed in Section 6.3.3
where the model residual analysis, normality test, homoscedasticity test and leverage points
assessment are performed. The four respective robust model validation steps mentioned on the
previous line are detailed as follows:
Residuals plotted against fitted values. "If the model and attendant assumptions are correct,
then a plot of the residuals versus predicted values should show no systematic pattern" (Rencher
and Schaalje, 2008, pg.230). This quote clarifies that the model must show random distribution
of residuals when plotted against the predicted values to show that the model is well fitting of
the data it models. The underlying computations and derivations are all shown in the referenced
books mentioned above. The model normality is generally displayed with a Q-Q plot or a
histogram and it assists in eyeballing the normality of the data. If the data is not normal it must
be normalized through a mathematical transformation. The standardised residuals vs fitted
values. Tests homogeneity of variance of the residuals (homoscedasticity). The standardized
residual is the residual divided by its standard deviation. Variance must be homogeneous as
this is an important underlying assumption for the regression models as it has an impact on the
residuals and the least square method is based on constant variance.
According to Selva Prabhakaran6, the Cook’s distance in a multivariate model approach com-
putes the influence exerted by each data point on the predicted outcome. In simpler terms, this
means that it locates the most influential points on the multivariate model. The most influential
point is a point that is above the cook’s distance as such points would generally be above 4 times
greater than the mean of the observations. A point that is found to be above cook’s distance is
influential and a decision to remove it in order to improve the model can be taken if it can be jus-
tifiable to take it down. Otherwise it must be left on but noted as an exception. Cook’s distance








Where, Ŷj is the value of jth modelled response when all the observations are considered. Ŷj(i)
is the value of jth modelled response, where the fit does not include observation i, where i is
any single observation. MSE is the mean squared error as already defined. The βt is the total
number of coefficients in the regression model.
6http://r-statistics.co/Outlier-Treatment-With-R.html
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R statistical packages are used to perform the above computations and manual computations are
avoided for all steps. The R packages used are tidyxl for excel data importing and analysis , gg-
plot2 for graphical visualization (Wickham, 2016), MASS package for statistical tools (Venables
and Ripley, 2002), dplR package for cross correlation computations (Bunn, 2010) other packages
under the umbrella of the tidyverse package (Wickham et al., 2019) which is a collection of R
packages dedicated to data science.
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4 Results: Wind, Upwelling and
Chlorophyll Analysis
4.1 Wind Analysis
4.1.1 Wind product visual comparison
The two wind products used in this project illustrated in Chapter 3.4 are shown in Figure 4.1.
This clearly indicates the importance of the higher resolution wind products to capture the wind
features, such as the wind curl and the near-coast circulation.
FIGURE 4.1: Mean daily wind vectors from a typical summer day (Left) Era in-
terim 0.75°×0.75° winds show a poor resolution of the wind spin. (Right) ERA 5
0.25°×0.25° winds demonstrate the wind curl in this region.
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4.1.2 Examples of wind conditions in different seasons
The SAWS website was consulted for the record of historical synoptic weather maps on which
the ones that showed meridional wind pattern along the West Coast were arbitrarily selected on
the basis of being in the middle of summer or in the middle of winter. These were picked in order
to observe what are pressure regimes that leads to winds that support/suppress upwelling in
different seasons. The winds that support upwelling in our study region are positive meridional
winds, whereas the ones that suppress upwelling are negative meridional winds. These winds
were scouted by paying attention to Cape Town weather station and other coastal stations all
the way down to the southern most tip of Africa at Agulhas on the synoptic map. The selected
days have already been displayed in synoptic maps in Figure 2.2 and 2.3 in Chapter 2 and the
winds with meridional components can be seen in them. Figures 4.2 and 4.4 sits in the middle
of winter and summer seasons respectively and displays the associated wind stress patterns
associated with the pressure systems that exists during the two seasons.
The wind stress acting over the ocean transfers momentum which results in two forms of up-
welling, the wind-stress driven upwelling and the wind-stress curl driven upwelling as detailed
in Chapter 2. The cyclonic winds that are observable along the South African coast, in Figure
4.2 are the result of the low pressure system shown in the synoptic map in Figure 2.3. These cy-
clonic winds on the West Coast of southern Africa are north westerly (southwards towards east).
The blue shading depicts winds that are southward component of the wind and the red depicts
winds that are the northward component. This wind pattern does not generate upwelling but
rather favours downwelling in the West Coast of South Africa.
FIGURE 4.2: Wind stress (N/m2) based in Era-interim wind data is given as vec-
tors and wind stress meridional direction given as coloured field over the Southern
Africa under under northerly winds in the presence of a low pressure system mid-
day snapshot of 30th June 2016.
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The wind stress curl in the winter season depicted below during a low pressure system exhibits
the form of pattern displayed in Figure 4.3. A south westerly wind stress through interaction
with the coastal topography decreases in strength towards the coast, as can be seen with di-
minishing vectors towards the coastline in Figure 4.3. The take away message is that the coast
induces a positive curl on the southward wind stress creating a downwelling favourable phe-
nomenon near the coast. The negative wind stress curl further from the coast shown in blue
indicates that the tendency of the wind spin in that area is clockwise as opposed to the anti-
clockwise tendency near coast resulting in positive curl shown in red.
FIGURE 4.3: Wind stress (N/m2) based in Era-interim wind data is given as vec-
tors and wind stress curl (N/m3) as coloured field over the Southern Africa under
northerly winds in the presence of a low pressure system (30 June 2016) pattern.
The orientation of pressure systems in the presence of southerly winds is depicted in Figure 4.4.
Pressure systems do move around and different HPS locations would come about as a result of
a daily variation but they would not veer very far away from this pattern as this pattern is what
brings about the positive meridional component of coastal winds in the West Coast. These are
conducive conditions for Ekman upwelling as the north-ward meridional wind stress parallel
to the coast generates an offshore drift of the Ekman layer of the ocean, resulting in upwelling.
The sea surface pressure patterns shown in the West Coast in Figure 4.4 & 4.5, are indicative of
the South Atlantic high pressure system which drives the south-easterly winds that are required
for Ekman driven upwelling. The positive shading indicates positive meridional wind stress on
the West Coast which is primary for Ekman upwelling regimes. The random positive meridional
winds day selected in the middle of summer displays the wind stress and curl conditions at
midday.
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FIGURE 4.4: Wind stress (N/m2) based in Era-interim wind data is given as vectors
and meridional wind stress direction and intensity given as coloured field over the
Southern Africa under summer conditions in the presence of high pressure systems
snapshot (25 December 2016) pattern.
FIGURE 4.5: wind stress (N/m2) based in Era-interim wind data is given as vectors
and wind stress curl (N/m3) as coloured field over the Southern Africa under sum-
mer conditions in the presence of high pressure systems (25 December 2016) pattern.
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4.2 Upwelling and chlorophyll seasonality
Figure 4.6 displays the seasonal variation of the meridional (northward/southward) wind stress
where throughout the summer months northward meridional wind stresses are higher, peak-
ing in December and January. The winter months have no northward meridional wind stress
or have very little of it as it can be shown in the month of June and on other winter months.
The observation that strikes from this figure is that the strongest gradient is observable in the
December month giving rise to a strong wind shear.
The Ekman upwelling velocity computed according to Section 3.4.1 is shown in Figure 4.7 for
year 2010’s. The selection of this year is on the basis that the number of fishing observations
done per month in this year were the highest (over 30 drags per month shown in the next chap-
ter in Figure 5.2, which allowed for a proper comparison of hake catches and physical attributes
that may have led to them. The extended austral summer months (October, November, De-
cember, January February and March) of 2010 appear to have a lot more upwelling velocities as
depicted in reddish field compared to extended austral winter months displayed in blue field
of that year. These estimations are performed within the study area in which West Coast fishing
grounds are located. The strong Ekman upwelling that appears in December is due to a strong
meridional wind that is tilted nearly perfectly parallel to the coast.
The curl driven upwelling computed in Section 3.4.2 is shown on Figure 4.8. A seasonal vari-
ation of the curl driven upwelling is mostly visible in mid summer; December and January in
2010. March, April and November also presents stronger rates of this kind of upwelling com-
pared to the winter months. The curl driven vertical transport is strongest in December where
the strongest wind stress shear is also observed as pointed up in Figure 4.6.
The concentration of chlorophyll used in this study is described in Section 3.5. The chloro-
phyll monthly concentrations for year 2010 are shown on Figure 4.9. This year is selected as a
case study for the reasons already outlined above. The chlorophyll depicts a seasonal variation
when observed on a month to month basis. The late summer months (January February and
March) of 2010 appear to have higher chlorophyll concentration including April. The blue field
which signifies low concentrations of chlorophyll are more prevalent in winter months and they
begin to increase in the late winter (August), although it is always high and above 0.5 mg/m3






















FIGURE 4.7: 2010 Monthly mean Ekman driven upwelling velocities in m/day based in ERA5 wind data estimated over























FIGURE 4.9: 2010 monthly mean chlorophyll log10(mg/m3) variation within the 150-750 m depth region in the studied
area. The 450 m contour depicts the rapid (high hake catch volumes) fishing region
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4.3 Time Series Analysis
The time-series patterns of Ekman upwelling, curl driven upwelling and chlorophyll concen-
trations computed as described in section 3.4 are comparatively displayed in Figure 4.10. The
timelines in Figure 4.10 are established based on Equations 3.7, 3.11 & 3.12 for Ekman upwelling,
curl driven upwelling and chlorophyll respectively. Chlorophyll peaks and troughs appears to
be slightly delayed from the upwelling volume peaks and troughs. This is expected to be the
case because the upwelling brings about nutrient rich water into the euphotic zone which sup-
ports primary production as already described in Chapter 2.
This delay is the lagged response of chlorophyll, the indicator of primary production to up-
welling. The Ekman upwelling volumes are much bigger than the curl driven upwelling totals
in each month in this region throughout the 2009-2018 decade. The Ekman upwelling depicts
a clear seasonal trend while curl driven upwelling does not show a very strong seasonal trend
even though summers still appear relatively more intense than winters. Chlorophyll appears to
also show a seasonal pattern that has slightly delayed peaks compared to the Ekman upwelling
as shown in Figure 4.10. The Ekman upwelling shows a distinctly more variable pattern when
compared to the curl driven upwelling. Curl driven upwelling on the other hand, in addition
to being low in upwelled volume, tends to fluctuate above and below the zero line (upwelling
and downwelling).
The spatial patterns displayed in Figure 4.9 show a peak in chlorophyll in March. The March
chlorophyll peak appear to be in response to the January peaks in Ekman upwelling estimated
volumes and this relationship is visible every year as seen on the time series although the
months of these peaks varies. It is also notable that some years have a double peak in chloro-
phyll such as 2013. Fish data is not shown in this timeline as it will be illustrated in Chapter
5.
FIGURE 4.10: The Ekman driven upwelling, curl driven upwelling & chlorophyll
time series between 2009 and 2018, a timeline that coinsides with the hake fishing
data of Sea Harvest corporation.
The lagged correlation is therefore computed and presented in Figure 4.11 to determine the
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average lag period between the upwelling and chlorophyll. The curl driven upwelling is in
phase with Ekman upwelling as shown in Figure 4.11 (i). Therefore chlorophyll share the same
mean lag of one month from the upwelling estimations as shown in Figure 4.11 (ii) & (iii).
FIGURE 4.11: Cross-correlogram showing the lag between the physical oceano-
graphic variables Ekman upwelling, curl driven upwelling and chlorophyll.
The lagged correlation, sometimes refereed to as "cross-correlation" is a Pearson correlation per-
formed at a lag. A lag is computed by shifting the analysed trends about each other and super-
imposing data peaks and troughs of the two trends such that the alignment results in the highest
correlation between the two data trends (upwelling & chlorophyll). The number of single step
shifts that became necessary to achieve the highest correlation is called the lag. Since the data at
hand is a monthly data, then a lag referrers to a single month. Figure 4.11 shows that on aver-
age chlorophyll peaks a month after the peak in upwelling. The blue dotted line denotes a 95%
confidence interval. The same lagged correlation operation has been performed in hake data in
Chapter 5 to determine the lagged correlation of hake from the upwelling and chlorophyll.
The blue line represents correlation significance where correlation values that falls within the
blue lines are statistically insignificant. Correlation coefficients for the most significantly corre-
lated lag are tabulated in Table 6.1 for all the above three plots and the hake CPUE plots shown
in the next chapter.
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5 Results: In-situ Hake Catch Data Analysis
(Protected Chapter)
5.1 Monthly Average Catches
The hake database was established in December 2009 and during this first month of data col-
lection, only 12 drags were recorded in this area. The observations (drags) were made in every
each month between December 2009 until October 2014. There was no observations in Novem-
ber 2014 but there were 28 drags performed and recorded in this region in December that year.
This is shown in Figure 5.1 where the data collection was continued until September 2018. The
monthly data in 2010 had more than 30 samples each month which prop up the validity of each
month as being a good enough estimation of a month’s average. The catches are high CPUE
during the winter months when compared to the summer months in 2010. In subsequent years
this similar trend appears to continue even though it becomes less pronounced.
Figure 5.2 shows a rather disappointing picture when it comes to data collection as it is clear
that the data collection was now becoming rare. In 2015 only five months managed to show
more than 30 observations and four months have zero observations. In 2016 all but one month
had observations. However, the number of drags is small (<30) in every month. 2017 and 2018
continued on the trajectory of sparsity as it can be seen. For this reason, the majority of the statis-
tical analysis had to be performed on the initial 5 years since most time series analysis requires


























45FIGURE 5.2: Annual monthly hake CPUE box and whisker plots 2015-2018
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5.2 Upwelling, chlorophyll and CPUE monthly comparison
The pattern of observations between the wind-driven Ekman upwelling, wind stress curl driven
upwelling, chlorophyll and hake CPUE is visualised in Figure 5.3. The upwelling volume is in
Sverdrups (Sv), where "1 Sv = 1 million cubic metres of water per second" (Rykaczewski and
Checkley, 2008) as displayed in Figure 5.3 panel A which has already been presented and dis-
cussed in Section 4.3. It is only reported here for comparison with the CPUE. The Ekman up-
welling volumes are much bigger than the curl driven upwelling totals in each month in this
region throughout the 2009-2018 decade. The CPUE time series shows a fragmented pattern
due to a lack of data availability in later years of the decade. The pattern is not very distinct in
terms of seasonality although it has a slight tendency that can be seen in some years. 2010 and
2014 stand out as they appear to have high catches (CPUE averages) compared to other years as
shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.2. There is also an apparent lack of relationship between hake CPUE
and chlorophyll as it appears in Figure 5.3 panel B, but this will be further examined in the next
chapter.
FIGURE 5.3: The Ekman driven upwelling, curl driven upwelling, chlorophyll and
CPUE time series are correlated at different lags.
Figure 5.4 shows the different lags that exist between the different predictor variables and the
predicted variable, hake CPUE. In Figure 5.4 (i), the correlation between the hake CPUE and
Ekman upwelling is observed to be strongest and significant when the lag is 4 months. It is
also appearing that the 2nd month and 3rd month have significantly correlated lags as well even
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though they are not as strong as the 4th month. The lag between hake CPUE and curl driven
upwelling is 4 months and the hake CPUE to chlorophyll lag is 3 month. This means that the
delay after an intense upwelling month for a hake CPUE increase is 4 months as also shown
in Figure 5.4 (i) and (ii). Figure 5.4 is a continuation of the cross-correlation analysis started
in Section 4.5 where the predictor variables were assessed independently before taking into
account the response variable, Hake CPUE assessed in this chapter. Correlation coefficients for
the most significantly correlated lag are tabulated in Table 6.1 for all the above three plots. The
blue dotted line again denotes a 95% confidence interval
FIGURE 5.4: Cross-correlogram showing the lag between the predictor variables and
the response variable (Hake CPUE).
5.3 Reconstructions of Fishing Events in Days of the Month
The Anomaly index (Ig) computed in Section 3.3.2 in the methods chapter has been tabulated
and displayed in Table 5.1. This table displays magnitudes of the hake catches (ton/hour) that
could be classified as big, medium and small in the form of high CPUE, mid-range CPUE and
low CPUE respectively. Note that the hake CPUE data in the table below and the following
sections are not monthly but are on a per drag level.
TABLE 5.1: The anomaly index of (year 2009-2018) shows hake CPUE in-terms of st
andard deviations above and below the mean.
Anomaly index (Ig) Std-




less than −1σ ≤ 0.80 Low CPUE
Between −1σ - 1σ 0.80 - 5.77 Mid-range CPUE
greater than 1σ ≥ 5.77 High CPUE
Note: Mean Hake CPUE = 2.15 tons/hour.
Table 5.2 shows daily upwelling averages and anomalies for the selected months of December
2010 and April 2011. These months are selected to illustrate what is detailed in section 5.3.1 and
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5.3.2. The standardised anomalies for total upwelling are computed over the 2009-2018 decade.
Total upwelling refers to the sum of Ekman upwelling and curl driven upwelling estimations.
Anomalies that are below 0 represent upwelling velocities that are below average and are de-
noted as low. Anomalies that are between 0 and 1 represents upwelling velocities that are within
a standard deviation above mean and are denoted as medium upwelling velocities. The high
anomalies are showing daily upwelling velocities that are above a standard deviation from the
mean of the said decade. The color coding used in the table is intended to emphasize the above
upwelling velocity categorization and are intended to make eyeballing easier.
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TABLE 5.2: Estimated daily upwelling velocities (m day−1) during a mid-summer
month (Dec 2010) and after a four month lag (Apr 2011). Anomaly computed over
the decade 2009-2018 where µ=3.1 m day−1, σ=4.4. m day−1
Day December Anomaly April Anomaly
1 2.5 -0.1 low 0.4 -0.6 low
2 3.0 0.0 low 2.4 -0.2 low
3 3.4 0.1 medium 3.9 0.2 medium
4 2.0 -0.2 low 9.2 1.4 high
5 10.0 1.6 high 3.9 0.2 medium
6 13.8 2.4 high 6.4 0.8 medium
7 6.5 0.8 medium 15.3 2.8 high
8 1.5 -0.4 low 3.2 0.0 low
9 1.9 -0.3 low 6.1 0.7 medium
10 11.2 1.8 high 2.6 -0.1 low
11 20.4 3.9 high -0.1 -0.7 low
12 8.3 1.2 high 0.9 -0.5 low
13 12.1 2.1 high 5.7 0.6 medium
14 16.4 3.0 high 11.6 1.9 high
15 3.0 0.0 low 12.8 2.2 high
16 1.5 -0.4 low 13.0 2.3 high
17 0.5 -0.6 low 3.2 0.0 low
18 0.1 -0.7 low 5.5 0.6 medium
19 2.4 -0.2 low 2.4 -0.1 low
20 4.5 0.3 medium 1.1 -0.5 low
21 0.7 -0.5 low 2.8 -0.1 low
22 -1.4 -1.0 low 4.7 0.4 medium
23 0.8 -0.5 low 0.8 -0.5 low
24 3.7 0.1 medium -0.3 -0.8 low
25 8.1 1.1 high -0.4 -0.8 low
26 11.2 1.8 high 2.4 -0.2 low
27 16.8 3.1 high 2.8 -0.1 low
28 16.6 3.1 high 2.0 -0.2 low
29 16.1 2.9 high 4.7 0.4 medium
30 16.2 3.0 high 5.1 0.5 medium
31 10.0 1.6 high
Note: Low < µ, medium is between µ− 1σ and high >1σ.
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5.3.1 Comparing an intense upwelling month with its catches
Daily upwelling velocities during a high upwelling month
The reconstructions of fishing days presented below in this section are performed with the in-
tention to visualize the relationship between high intensity total upwelling and hake CPUE on a
more refined spatio-temporal landscape, the days of the month. The days are shown in the mid-
summer month of December 2010 where the upwelling velocities are observed to be the highest
in that year as seen in figure 5.3. The reason of focusing on the upwelling month of December
2010 is that it coincides with the highest number of fishing observations (75 drags) performed in
any December month (mid-summer) through out the data collection decade as shown in Figure
5.1 and the number of observations performed after the 4 month lag from this December month
are also very high (130 drags). The selection of months with very high number of fishing ob-
servations (drags) makes the comparison more powerful. December 2010 and January 2011 are
the only two consecutive summer months that have upwelling volumes that are greater than 1
Sv in the whole decade as shown in the time series figure, Figure 5.3. This shows that there was
continuous high upwelling for an extended period of time in this summer better than in any
other summer which also justifies using it for assessing hake response as a case study.
The strong upwelling days shown in intense red are very predominant in December 2010 as
it can be seen in Figure. 5.5, 5.6 & 5.7 which displays the daily upwelling velocities of this
month as a case study. The intense upwelling days are the 5th, 6th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th,
25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th & 31st of December 2010 as they have mean rates above 8 m/-
day as also seen in Table 5.2. The many other days in the yellowish sect of the spectrum (3-8
m/day) are moderate upwelling days while the blue end of the spectrum (<3 m/day) shows
days that are having nearly zero upwelling velocities such as the 2nd, 8th & 22nd of December
2010 as also clarified in Table 5.2. It is observable that a high upwelling month is made up
of predominantly high upwelling days although it also has moderate and low upwelling days
within itself. It is observable that the strongest upwelling incidences occur when the winds are
perfectly southerly and high wind stress magnitudes are present as these are alongshore winds
necessary for upwelling as explained in the earlier chapters. Northerly winds typically produce
zero or less upwelling velocities. The strongest upwelling day with the highest upwelling ve-
locities was the 11th of December which showed a record of over 32 m/day, where the wind
stress magnitudes appeared to be in the order of +0.2 Nm−2 in the southerly direction which
is perfectly parallel to our coastline to create the stronger Ekman upwelling rates. The noted
record of 32 m/day upwelling velocity is in the range of the values observed by Andrews and
Hutchings (1980), which was the highest they recorded in the region in 1980.
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Fishing activities during a high upwelling month
The spatial reconstructions of fishing activities (drags) are created for both the month of Decem-
ber 2010 and January 2011 to observe the impact of these intense upwelling months on fishing
as discussed on the above section. The aim is to observe the daily fishing patterns during a
mid-summer high upwelling before looking at the patterns after the four months lag which will
be done in the next section. Figure 5.8 and 5.9 shows fishing activities that took place during
an upwelling peak season. The red line in these figures indicates a drag that has high CPUE,
the black lines shows medium-sized CPUE (Mid-range CPUE) and the yellow lines shows a
low CPUE as outlined in Table 5.1. The grey lines that form the background of each figure are
historical drags that show the fishing traffic that has occurred in this region between 2009-2018.
The reference cities shown in red stars are for easy orientation within the region and are also
locations of Sea Harvest docking ports.
The fishing activities are not very intense or consistent in December of 2010 during an intense
upwelling month apart from the notable 4th of December 2010 where 16 drags were achieved.
All 75 fishing observations in this month took place within 12 days as shown in Figure 5.8. Some
observations are not easy to spot as they were performed in the same location as another one.
It is also important to note that there are no large catches (High CPUE drags) recorded in De-
cember 2010. Figure 5.1 is a complementary figure that shows the total number of observations
(drags) achieved in each month.
On the second month of the intense upwelling period, January 2011, the fishing activities are
still not intense at all as shown Figure 5.9. This is shown by the low occurrence of recorded
fishing days (11) in the same figure and a low number of drags (23) as also shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.9 visualise the reconstructions of the fishing activities of the month of January 2011 and
they emphasize what was observed in December 2010 in Figure 5.8, that the low CPUE drags
abundance is indeed indicative of low catchability of fish through out this upwelling period. It
is important to re-mention that other drags are not easy to visualise as they occur exactly over
the same area the previous drag may have occurred. This would happen when the skipper was
very happy about the catch he got in that area and he would assume there is still more fish stock

















































































FIGURE 5.9: The reconstructions of fishing drags performed in each day in a month following a peak upwelling month
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5.3.2 Comparing daily upwelling velocities with hake CPUE after a 4 month
lag
Daily upwelling velocities after a 4 month lag
The strong upwelling days shown in intense red (upwelling velocities higher than 15 m/day)
are much fewer in April than they were in December as it can be seen in Figure 5.10, 5.11 & 5.12
which displays the daily upwelling velocities for the month of April 2011. This is shown as a
continuation of the case study presented in the previous section. The intense upwelling days
are the 4th, 7th, 14th, 15th & 16th of April 2011. The low upwelling days are the 1st, 11th, 24th, &
25th of April 2011. It is visible at this stage that the number of intense upwelling days in April
were much fewer (5) compared to the 14 counted in December 2010. The intensities are also
lower as it can be seen that the highest upwelling velocity in this month, observed on the 7th of
April had up to 24 m/day compared to the peak of 32m/day observed on the 11 th of December
2010. The daily wind directions and magnitudes vary continually but the occurrence of the best
upwelling winds is less common in April compared to what happens in the mid-summer month
as displayed in the December figure on the previous section.
Fishing activities after a 4 month lag
The fishing activities are very intense during the month of April 2011. This is four months after
the recent peak upwelling month, December 2010. This is shown by the high occurrence of
fishing days (24) shown in Figure 5.13 & 5.14 and a high number of drags (130) as also shown
in Figure 5.1. These figures visualise the reconstructions of the fishing activities of the month
of April 2011. The recorded drags appear to shows most fishing activity to be taking place in
close proximity to each other within the region instead of being randomly spread through-out
the whole study region. This is generally because vessels would communicate and assist each
other in identifying productive areas. There is fewer low CPUE drags, a lot of mid-range CPUE
drags (black lines) and quite a few of red lines representing high CPUE drags in the month of
April even though the upwelling productivity of April is relatively low compared to December.
This indicates the that upwelling in December and January may indeed have had the delayed































































FIGURE 5.13: The reconstructions of fishing drags performed in each day during a peak fishing month following a peak


















FIGURE 5.14: Continued from Figure 5.13
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6 Results: Statistical analysis and
regression modelling
6.1 Data Transformation
The hake data, Ekman upwelling, curl driven upwelling and chlorophyll data all produce left-
ward skewness when observed at a raw data level as depicted in Figure 6.1. The skewed data
do not yield good results when analysed through parametric statistical methods (methods that
depend on the normality of the data). The selection of the number of bins is on the basis of the
square-root approach that is widely used as one of the selection methods. This is
√
n = number
of bins, where n is the number of observations.
FIGURE 6.1: Raw data density distribution histograms of the hake CPUE in
(ton/hour), Ekman upwelling volume (Sv), curl driven upwelling volume (Sv) and
chlorophyll.
As shown in Figure 6.2, the hake CPUE only needed to be logarithmically transformed to be-
come relatively normal. The blue line fitted over the curve is a normality line. The normality
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transformation is also successfully performed on the Ekman driven upwelling data. Curl driven
upwelling data is also log-transformed and the Chlorophyll data is taken through log base 10
because oceanographic reasons which namely are to make the data visually intuitive as it is oth-
erwise generally too skewed for eyeballing and log base 10 is a widely accepted transformation
for chlorophyll data.
The normality of the Ekman upwelling and curl driven upwelling is not very much resembling
normal distribution as they somewhat look right skewed and left skewed respectively in Figure
6.2. The Shapiro Wilk-test is therefore employed to further statistically assess if the distributions
of these two data is significantly different from a normal distribution. The Ekman upwelling
Shapiro Wilk-test output (W = 0.97606, p-value = 0.3388) implies that there is no basis to assume
that the distribution of the Ekman Driven upwelling data is significantly different from normal
distribution. Similerly for the curl driven upwelling, Shapiro Wilk-test (W = 0.93567, p-value =
0.0561) reveals that there is no basis to assume that the data distribution is significantly differ-
ent from the normal distribution. These conclusions are reached based on the p-value (Pr>0.05)
remaining insignificant, therefore providing no grounds for rejecting the null hypothesis.
FIGURE 6.2: Normalised data density distribution histograms of the hake CPUE in
(ton/hour), Ekman upwelling volume (Sv), curl driven upwelling volume (Sv) and
chlorophyll.
The kurtosis and skewness tests have both been avoided as they are known to heavily depend
on the size of the sample. They are heavily in favour very large samples as opposed to small and
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modest sided samples. The normality test is thus performed solely based on the Shapiro-wilk
test and eye inspection of the data histograms as shown above.
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6.2 Correlation Analysis
This section is a detailed expansion of the correlation analysis shown in Chapter 4.3 and Chap-
ter 5.2. This is done to show how the data transformations, significance of the correlation and
the correlation itself is established as it is only stated and shown in the cross-correlogram fig-
ures, Figure 4.11 & 5.4 which are generated through the R software in the previous chapters.
This section performs the lagged Pearson correlation manually in order to show the underly-
ing principles that brought up the information contained in the cross-correlogram figures men-
tioned above. The case example used in this detailed hypothesis testing approach is the hake
CPUE and Ekman upwelling as it is shown below in Section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. All other parame-
ters in addition to the hake CPUE vs Ekman upwelling mentioned above are summarized and
tabulated in Table 6.1 as they are arrived at through the same process and this corresponds with
what is shown in the cross-correlogram mentioned above.
6.2.1 Pearson Correlation
There appears to no relationship at all between hake CPUE and Ekman upwelling when the re-
lationship is assessed on each month between the two variables when they are not transformed
as shown in the left hand side plot in Figure 6.3. Once the data is taken through the transforma-
tions outlined in Figure 6.2, there appears to be a negative and really weak relationship between
hake CPUE and Ekman upwelling as shown on the right hand side in Figure 6.3. There is still no
relationship even after both variables are transformed as shown in the third pane. This shows
that what ever transformations you apply will not create a significant correlation between these
variables as they are not significantly correlated on the same month.
Hypotheses testing:
H0: ρ = 0 (There’s no significant relationship between Ekman upwelling and CPUE)
H1: ρ 6= 0 (There is a significant relationship between Ekman upwelling and hake CPUE)
Significance level = α = 0.05
The results show that there is no significant relationship between Ekman upwelling and hake
CPUE (r = -0.19, t = 3.522, df = 57, p = 0.145), therefore, we would not be justified to perform
a regression analysis. The Pearson’s test produced a p-value = 0.145 which is greater than 0.05,
therefore, we fail to reject the null hypothesis which states that the is no significant relationship
between Ekman upwelling and hake CPUE.
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FIGURE 6.3: Scatter plots on raw data demonstrates poor and somewhat negative
relationship between wind-driven Ekman upwelling and Hake CPUE.
6.2.2 Pearson Lagged Correlation (cross-correlation)
Initially, it is apparent that even after a the necessary lag has been considered on the data, there
appears to be no significant relationship between hake CPUE and Ekman upwelling when the
data is not transformed as shown in the left hand side plot in Figure 6.4. Once the data is taken
through the transformations displayed in Figure 6.2, there appears to be a positive relationship
between hake CPUE and Ekman upwelling as shown on the right hand side panel of Figure 6.4.
The middle panel plot in this figure serves to show that the transformation is necessary on both
axis as the scaling of the data otherwise it becomes skewed to the right and it shows that further
log transformation is necessary on hake CPUE as well as shown on right hand side panel of
Figure 6.4.
Hypotheses testing:
H0: ρ = 0 (There’s no significant relationship between Ekman upwelling and hake CPUE)
H1: ρ 6= 0 (There is a significant relationship between Ekman upwelling and hake CPUE)
Significance level = α = 0.05
The Pearson’s test produced a p-value < 0.001 which is less than 0.05, therefore, we reject the
null hypothesis which states that the is no significant relationship between Ekman upwelling
and hake CPUE. The results show that there is a significant relationship between Ekman up-
welling and hake CPUE (r = 0.48, t = 4.172, df = 57, p <0.001), therefore, we would be perfectly
justified to perform a regression analysis on these two variables.
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FIGURE 6.4: Pearson correlation on a four month lag data demonstrates a positive
relationship between wind-driven Ekman upwelling and Hake CPUE. The positive
relationship is also significant, therefore, justifies a regression analysis (r = 0.48, t =
4.172, df = 57, p <0.001)
For a linear regression model between Ekman upwelling and hake CPUE, the data passes the
model validation as shown in Figure 6.5. Plot (a) shows the residuals and predicted values, the
distribution of which forms no particular data pattern and there is randomness on the distribu-
tion of the residuals above and below the zero line. The spread of the residuals is similar above
and below the line indicating that the variances are similar. Plot (b) shows a pattern of most
data falling along the quartile-quartile line which suggests that the data is somewhat normally
distributed as can also be seen in Plot (c) on the histogram.
FIGURE 6.5: Model validation for transformed Ekman driven upwelling and Hake
CPUE. Plot (a) on the left shows shows randomly distributed residuals which indi-
cates equal variance, the Q-Q plot in Plot (b) shows the normal distribution of the
residuals as well as Plot (c) the histogram show more data centred around mean.
All the other correlation analyses has been performed through the above process and sum-
marised into the table below, Table 6.1.
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TABLE 6.1: Results of all correlation tests performed against Hake CPUE. Ekman
upwelling, Curl driven upwelling and Chlorophyll are correlated with Hake CPUE









Ekman - Curl upwelling 0.59 <0.001
Ekman upwelling - Chlorophyll 0.62 <0.001
Curl upwelling - Chlorophyll 0.58 <0.001
Ekman upwelling - Hake CPUE 0.48 <0.001
Curl upwelling - Hake CPUE 0.42 <0.001
Chlorophyll - Hake CPUE 0.37 0.004
Note: significantly correlated variables shown in bold.
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6.3 Multiple Regression Modelling
6.3.1 Model hypotheses
The regression model is constructed based on the above significant correlations. The various
hypotheses listed below represent a possible way in which the catch can be explained by the
studied predictor variables.
1. Model 1: No relationship can be modelled based on the predictor variables. The variables
are not sufficient to model an underlying relationship.
2. Model 2: The hake CPUE is best described linearly by all three predictor variables, Ekman
upwelling, curl upwelling and chlorophyll such that an in increase in any one of them
results in the increase in hake CPUE.
3. Model 3: The hake CPUE is best linearly described by the strongest correlated predictor
variable, the Ekman upwelling. The other variables are not impacting the hake CPUE in a
way that enables modelling.
4. Model 4: An interaction of two of the predictor variables has the greatest linear impact on
the hake CPUE. The Ekman upwelling and curl driven upwelling interaction results in the
best hake CPUE.
One hypothesis of the above four will be adopted at the end of the analysis and the other three
will be dismissed.
6.3.2 Model assessment(s)
The R2 and adjusted R2 of the four models are displayed in Table 6.2. The MSE’s are also
shown for comparison of the models. The outputs show how each model describes the predicted
variable (hake CPUE). A high MSE means that there high variance of the residuals from the
model which means that the model is bad. Low MSE is desired for the best model possible.
TABLE 6.2: Comparison of four hake CPUE predictive models by R2, adjusted R2
and residual mean square (MSE).
Models R2 Adjusted R2 MSE
m1 0 0 0.16
m2 0.28 0.24 0.12
m3 0.23 0.22 0.12
m4 0.33 0.29 0.11
A full description of the model output tables, Table 6.3 - 6.8 is given on the statistical methods
section in Chapter 3.Df refers to the degrees of freedom.
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Model 1:
Model 1 (m1) is our null hypothesis model and it is rejected forthright as it is clearly the least
likely model as shown in Table 6.2 where R2 is zero and its MSE is the highest. This leaves us
with the 3 alternative hypothesis models m2, m3 m4. which are explored below in detail.
Model 2:
The outputs displayed in Table 6.3 are the results of model 2 (m2). The only significant predic-
tor variable is the Ekman upwelling at an α=0.05. Curl upwelling appears to be significant at an
α=0.1, a significance level we are not interested in conducting this study on as it is less powerful
than a significance level of α=0.05. The intercept is also very significant.
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) compares all predictor variables at once to the responses
variable log(Hake CPUE) as displayed in Table 6.4. The Ekman upwelling is still the most sig-
nificant even on this approach as shown with the Pr(>F) <0.05. The F value is also the highest
in this predictor variable 17.75 ∼ F1,57. This means that taking noise into account through the
F test, Ekman upwelling is the only significant contributor to the prediction of the response term.
TABLE 6.3: summary of results of a linear regression model m2 with all the factors
taken into consideration.
Coefficients: Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Significance
Intercept 0.97898 0.09272 10.558 <0.0001 ***
log(Ekman_Upwelling) 0.10311 0.04445 2.32 0.0241 *
log(Curl_Upwelling) 1.29621 0.76306 1.699 0.0950 .
log10(Chlorophyll) 0.06841 0.29855 0.229 0.8196
Note: The log transform is taken to normalise data, significant terms shown in (*)
TABLE 6.4: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) results of a linear regression model m2
with all the factors taken into consideration.
Response:
log(Hake_CPUE) Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
log(Ekman_Upwelling) 1 2.2395 2.23951 17.7586 <0.0001
log(Curl_Upwelling) 1 0.3911 0.39114 3.1017 0.0838
log10(Chlorophyll) 1 0.0066 0.00662 0.0525 0.8196
Residuals 55 6.9359 0.1
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Model 3:
The outputs displayed in Table 6.5 are the results of model 3 (m3). The only variable used in it
is the Ekman upwelling and it is a significant predictor at α=0.05 as shown by its p-value and
the p-value of its intercept.
The analysis of variance compares all predictor variables at once to the responses variable
log(Hake CPUE) as shown in Table 6.6. The Ekman upwelling is the only variable available
in this case However, because ANOVA uses the F-test, for testing the impact of noise, ANOVA
was still employed as shown. The Ekman upwelling is significant Pr(>F) <0.05 even in this ap-
proach as expected with a high F statistic of 17.64 ∼ F3,55. A high F-value indicates a model that
best fits the data.
TABLE 6.5: summary of results of a linear regression model m3 with the strongest
correlated factor only taken into consideration.
Coefficients: Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Significance
(Intercept) 1.09963 0.06234 17.639 < 0.0001 ***
log(Ekman_Upwelling) 0.14609 0.03502 4.172 0.0001 ***
TABLE 6.6: ANOVA results of a linear regression model m3 with the strongest cor-
related factor only taken into consideration.
Response:
log(Hake_CPUE) Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
log(Ekman_Upwelling) 1 2.2395 2.23951 17.406 0.0001
Residuals 57 7.3337 0.12866
Model 4:
The summary output displayed in Table 6.7 are the results of model 4 (m4). The predictor vari-
ables employed are Ekman upwelling, curl driven upwelling and their interaction. It appears
that curl driven upwelling on its own is not a significant contributing predictor variable in pre-
dicting the response variable at α=0.05 as shown by its p-value. The Ekman upwelling and the
interaction of Ekman upwelling and curl driven upwelling are however significantly contribut-
ing as indicated by the stared p-values that are below α=0.05.
The analysis of variance compares all predictor variables at once to the responses variable
log(Hake CPUE) as shown in Table 6.8. The Ekman upwelling is the strongest contributing
variable followed by the interaction of Ekman and curl upwelling. As ANOVA uses the F-test,
for testing the impact of noise, the Ekman upwelling showed the highest significant F-value of
19.13 ∼ F3,55. A high F-value indicates a model that best fits the data.
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TABLE 6.7: summary of results of a linear regression model m4 with an interaction
of the most significant predictor variables taken into consideration.
Coefficients: Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Significance
(Intercept) 1.00325 0.08732 11.49 <0.0001 ***
log(Ekman) 0.10247 0.03973 2.579 0.0126 *
log(Curl) 0.66091 0.79235 0.834 0.4078
log(Ekman) x log(Curl) -1.10685 0.53286 -2.077 0.0425 *
TABLE 6.8: ANOVA results of a linear regression model m4 with an interaction of
the most significant predictor variables taken into consideration.
Response:
log(Hake_CPUE) Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
log(Ekman) 1 2.2395 2.23951 19.1336 <0.0001
log(Curl) 1 0.3911 0.39114 3.3418 0.07297
log(Ekman) x log(Curl) 1 0.505 0.50503 4.3148 0.04247
Residuals 55 6.4375 0.11705
6.3.3 Model selection & validation
Model selection
Based on the AIC selection approach introduced in Chapter 3.7, Table 6.9 displays that the best
model of the bunch is m4. This is the best possible model of those tested, however it only de-
scribes 29% of the variation but for assessing the linear relationship it is better than all the other
three considered models. This is a model that has eliminated some parameter (chlorophyll)
which was adding complexity without significantly improving the model such as m1. A model
with the smallest AIC value in the set is the best model as can be observed in the table.
I will now investigate whether m3, the second-best model seen in Table 6.9 doesn’t differ by
much from m4 or it is really second-best by a long distance. For this assessment, ∆AIC becomes





The likelihood L(gi|x) shown above represents a relative strength of the case for each model.
While the exp(−12 ∆i) is the quantity derived from ∆AIC values. They have been scaled to sum
up to one in order to make them easily interpret-able. This is shown in Table 6.9 so that we can
see the proportion of the individual contribution of each model through the expression known
as Akaike weights wi.





wi is the measure of how likely is each model in percentage proportions. The table shows that
m4 is by far the best model at 79% likelihood compared to the 12% associated with m3.
TABLE 6.9: Model selection table for the hake CPUE prediction.
Models K AIC ∆AIC wi
m1 2 64.14 17.41 0.00
m2 5 51.13 4.40 0.09
m3 5 50.42 3.69 0.12
m4 5 46.73 0.00 0.79
To assess the odds of the data being better described by m4 over m3, a comparison or the two
wi’s of the models shows:
w4
w3
= 6.6 which simply means that m4 is nearly 7 times more likely
than m3, its closest competitor.
Model validation
The model validation for m4 linear regression is displaying valid model outcomes as shown in
Figure 6.6. In Plot (a) the spread of the residuals is similar above and below the line indicating
that the variances are similar. Plot (b) shows a pattern of most data falling along the quartile-
quartile line which suggests that the data is somewhat normally distributed as can also be seen
in Plot (c) on the histogram where most data is centred around the mean. Therefore, a regression
model based on parametric methods is right to fit the transformed data.
FIGURE 6.6: Model validation for log-transformed Ekman driven upwelling and
Hake CPUE linear regression shows a good model validation output. Plot (a) shows
randomly distributed residuals which indicates equal variance, the Q-Q plot in plot
(b) shows the normal distribution of the residuals as well as plot (c) the histogram
show more data centred around mean.
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The diagnostic plot in Figure (6.7) below depicts residuals plotted in four different ways which
assist in robustly assessing the model fitness.
• Residuals plotted against fitted values on the top left plot indicates that the model is
linear since the fitted line shown in red is a straight line.
• The Q-Q plot of the top right depicts normality as most of the standardised residuals fall
within the quantile-quantile line. This justifies the use of parametric methods which are
powerful in detecting relationships.
• The bottom left plot depicts scale-location which is the standardised residuals vs fitted
values. This test homogeneity of variance of the residuals (homoscedasticity). This does
not appear to be perfectly the case in our model, so there is an apparent heteroscedasticity
problem. The deviation from the homoscedasticity does not appear very strong, therefore,
can be neglected since there is a random spread of residuals around the horizontal line.
• Residuals vs leverage is the plot on the bottom right. This plot depicts the spread of points
and demonstrates the most influential points. The most influential point is a point that is
above the cook’s distance. In our case it appears that there is non that lies beyond cooks
distance, therefore, there is no point (outlier) that can be removed in order to improve the
model.
FIGURE 6.7: Model diagnostics plots fitted by residuals plotted in four different
ways.
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The regression model is therefore developed on the basis of the lagged correlation as it has been
shown that lagged correlation on the transformed data yields a positive and significant correla-
tion which allows for regression modelling. The regression model that best describes the pattern
between hake CPUE and upwelling in the Southern Benguela region is therefore given as:
log(Hake CPUE) = β0 + β1 log(Ekman)× log(curl)
+ β2 log(curl)
+ β3 log(Ekman) + εi [log(Ton/hr)] (6.3)
Where the estimated values for β and 95% confidence interval are:
β0 = 1.003 ( 0.83, 1.18)
β1 = −1.107 (-2.17,-0.04)
β2 = 0.661 (-0.93, 2.25)
β3 = 0.102 ( 0.83, 1.18)
The error εi are normally distributed errors following N(0, σ2):
The regression model is showing the relationship that existed between December 2009 and Octo-
ber 2014 which is a period of consistent monthly data collection. The regression line is shown in
red and the 95% confidence interval above regression is (0.259-0.658) log(Hake CPUE) is shown
in blue curves around the regression line as demonstrated in Figure 6.8. This regression mod-
els a relationship between Hake CPUE and the significant predictor variables, Ekman and curl
upwelling with a 0.48 and 0.42 significant correlations. The regression model has an adjusted
r2 = 0.29, (3,55) degrees of freedom and an F statistic of 8.93∼ F3,55 and it is significant at p<0.001
(F(3,55) = 8.93, p<0.001).
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FIGURE 6.8: The red line is the regression line while the shade of grey is the 95%
confidence interval. A multiple linear regression model was calculated to pre-
dict a Hake Catch based on Upwelling. A significant regression model was found




7.1 How pressure systems create upwelling winds
The patterns shown in Chapter 4 in Figure 4.2 display conditions that do not favour Ekman
upwelling. The negative meridional wind stress indicates winds with a downwelling effect
(which is a strong southward wind component parallel to the coast in the south Benguela region)
shown in the blue field. This signifies the possible conditions that prevail during the approach
of a low-pressure system which are more prevalent in winter in this region. The opposite is
true during summer. The presence of the South Atlantic high-pressure system (SAHPS) creates
anticlockwise winds which manifest as meridional winds along the Benguela coastline and in
the West Coast of South Africa. Figure 4.4 demonstrates this with intense positive wind stress
which suggests upwelling favourable wind conditions over the West Coast of South Africa.
The winter and summer wind stress curl figures show low upwelling favourable and high up-
welling favourable conditions respectively as seen in Figure 4.3 and 4.5 in the Southern Benguela
region. The winter wind stress curl is characterised by negative curl near the coast and positive
curl further from the coast. This is because due to coastal friction the winds acquire an anti-
clockwise spin which induces downwelling momentum on the ocean shores of the Southern
hemisphere when northerly winds generated from the cyclonic winds are present due to the
prevailing LPS. Figure 4.5 on the other hand shows that the converse is true during summer as
it appears that the lower the SAHPS the better formed are the South Easterly winds that favour
upwelling in the our study area.
It is important to note that LPSs propagate eastward in the Southern Ocean as part of the larger
Rossby wave, therefore they would arrive and pass over this region during winter at a frequency
bringing about low upwelling conditions. This could well describe the pattern shown in Figure
5.4 where the upwelling and downwelling fluctuations are clearly seasonal. The winter months
generally avoid going intensely negative such that there is full scale downwelling during the
decade of our study. The zero line in Figure 5.3 (A) helps in demonstrating this point. This
indicates that the Benguela region can not really be classified as a downwelling region even on
a seasonal basis since downwelling seldom occurs and and when it does take place the rates
are much less than upwelling velocities that characterize it during upwelling. The resulting
upwelling velocities from the winds of 2010 depicted in Figure 4.6 are shown in Figure 4.7 and
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4.8 where Figure 4.7 is the Ekman driven upwelling and it shows that most rapid Ekman up-
welling happens during the summer months as expected and that near zero happens in winter.
The meridional wind direction is important to upwelling but is greatly enhanced by high wind
stress intensities for producing the highest Ekman upwelling velocities possible otherwise they
upwelling velocities are low. The same story holds true for the curl driven upwelling as seen
in Figure 4.8. Months with the highest meridional wind stress intensity and with the most par-
allel to the coast winds which were December and January in 2010 had the highest curl driven
upwelling velocities.
7.2 How chlorophyll responds to upwelling
Chlorophyll patterns exhibit a one month lag after the upwelling as shown in chapter 5, Figure
5.4. The monthly chlorophyll concentrations of 2010 are displayed in Figure 4.9 where it appears
that most chlorophyll concentration is nearer to the coast in each month except in March 2010
where the concentrations were so high that they intensely covered the entire region of study.
The 450 m contour represents the most active trawling region where the highest hake catches
are also obtained according to the database used in this study. It is appearing that chlorophyll
abundance does not take place directly above this contour region and that the food chain energy
transfer from the chlorophyll all the way down to hake is not vertical in the ocean profile but
it is transported in a lateral fashion offshore by the marine food chain trophic levels that exist
between hake and primary production. It has been demonstrated in the statistical section that
chlorophyll is not central to the determination of hake CPUE in this region. Chlorophyll has a
low yet positive and significant correlation (r=0.37, df=57, p=0.004) to hake CPUE.
The correlation between Ekman upwelling and chlorophyll is (r=0.62, df=57, p<0.001) within
this 10 year period as it can be seen with strong seasonal oscillations in Figure 5.3 (A) & (B).
This indicates that the principal determinant of chlorophyll in this region is Ekman upwelling
however there is another 38 % which is not explained by curl driven or Ekman upwelling which
appears to be associated to undetermined variables. This correlation exists when the chloro-
phyll lag to upwelling is taken into consideration. The lag between peak upwelling and peak
chlorophyll as found to be 1 month as shown earlier in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.
7.3 Time series analysis and hake response
The time series analysis performed on Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are extensions of each other on
the same analysis where chapter 5 focuses on hake CPUE while Chapter 4 scrutinizes the field
data (predictor variables), upwelling and chlorophyll. Figure 4.10 displays a monthly variation
of the predictor variables where it is apparent that curl driven upwelling and Ekman upwelling
are in phase more often than not. The reason for this is that coastal parallel meridional winds
that leads to Ekman upwelling often results on a wind stress curl as well when their interaction
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with the coastal land mass friction is such that wind magnitude increases offshore. This can be
seen in spacial figures such as Figure 4.8 on the December plot where wind vectors are much
more intense offshore and less so near the coast.
The chlorophyll timeseries is not in phase with either the Ekman or curl driven upwelling as also
seen in Figure 4.10 even though it also appears to have a seasonal pattern like the upwellings.
This has justified a cross-correlation analysis where the search is on to find the lag that exists
between the predictor variables. It is shown in Figure 4.11 (i) that there is no time lag (months)
between Curl upwelling and Ekman upwelling. Figure 4.11 (ii) and (iii) however shows that
there is a lag of one month between Ekman upwelling and chlorophyll as well as between curl
upwelling and chlorophyll respectively. Figure 5.4 (i), (ii) and (iii) shows the lags that exist
between hake CPUE and Ekman upwelling, curl upwelling and chlorophyll. The exact lags are
given in chapter 5 as all the hake data quantification is performed and kept in that chapter.
7.4 Reconstructions of fishing days as a case study with time
lag considerations
The reconstructions of fishing days performed in a month of intense upwelling, is depicted
in Figure 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 shows that when compared with the trawling intensity of that same
month, there was fewer catches as shown in Figure 5.8 as there was fewer drags and a high
prevalence of low CPUE drag occurrences. This signifies that the upwelling rates of the current
month are not fundamental in the determination of hake CPUE for that same month. The intense
upwelling month of December 2010 showed 12 days of very high upwelling days but produced
fewer high CPUE drags and a lot of low CPUE drags compared to a month observed after a lag
period.
After a time-lag determined in chapter 5, the period it takes for hake CPUE to peak after an
upwelling peak. It was found that after the intense upwelling peak, hake CPUE increases dra-
matically as shown in Figure 5.13 and 5.14 where hake CPUEs are higher than in December
2010. It is also shown in Figure 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 that this increase in hake CPUE can not be as-
sociated with the upwelling of the lag-month because the upwelling velocities in the lag month
are actually lower than those observed in December 2010. This leads to the conclusion that the
high hake CPUE drags after the lag period are associated to the upwelling that happened before
the lag.
7.5 Statistical analysis and regression modelling
The lag analysed above is statistically tested by performing a Pearson correlation analysis on
the observed predictor variables against each other and against the response variable. The Pear-
son correlation between the Ekman upwelling and hake CPUE is negative and insignificant as
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shown in Table 6.1. The same Pearson correlation performed after a time lag (cross-correlation)
showed an existing positive and significant relationship (r=0.48, df=57, p<0.05). The curl driven
upwelling exhibit the same relationship with hake CPUE where the relationship is insignificant
when no lag is considered but the correlation is positive and significant at (r=0.43, df=57, p<0.05)
once the lag is considered as depicted in Table 6.1. The chlorophyll-hake CPUE correlation also
became positive and significant as shown in the same table. A multivariate linear regression
model was established on the basis of the interaction effect between Ekman upwelling and curl
upwelling in determining hake CPUE. A significant regression model was found (F(3,55)=8.93,
p<0.05), with R2 = 0.33 and adjusted R2 =0.29. Ekman upwelling and curl upwelling in [Sv]
predicted the below hake model equation where hake is calculated in tons per hour.
Hake CPUE = eβ0+β1 log(Ekman)×log(curl)+β2 log(curl)+β3 log(Ekman)+εi [Ton/hr]
The R2 = 0.29 signifies the amount of variability that the predictor variable (upwelling) can
explain on the response variable (hake CPUE). The R2 of 29% looks small. However, it explains
a third of the variation. This means it is a very important outcome although it is still possible to
improve the R2 of the of the hake statistical model in the Southern Benguela region. One way





A study of wind-driven upwelling effect and hake catches has revealed that there is a link be-
tween hake CPUE and the two forms of upwelling (Ekman driven and curl driven upwelling).
The study is conducted at a significance level of α = 0.05. The obtained adjusted R2 of 29%
shows that with the adopted multiple regression model, a third of the variation in the of hake
CPUE can be explained by the interaction of the Ekman and curl driven upwelling where Ekman
upwelling was a bigger contributor. A significant correlation of 0.57 exists between the mod-
elled values and the observed hake CPUE data. This indicates that the coexistence (interaction)
of the Ekman and curl driven upwelling positively correlates with hake CPUE at more than half
the time (r=0.57, df=(57),p<0.05) and that you can predict a hake CPUE magnitude with regres-
sion model Equation 6.3. It is important to be mindful of the fact that a regression model only
describes the relationship during the time range of the analysed data as decadal variations may
interfere with this relationship. The above regression model is based on the monthly period
December 2009 to October 2014. The reason for the relationship to be only modelled within this
5 year period instead of the the entire 10 year period of data collection is the lack of consistency
in data collection in the the latter 5 years. There is no causality association that can be firmly
deduced from the upwelling and hake CPUE relationship because the R2 is relatively low and
it only describes the third of the variation.
A lag has been found to exist between the upwelling, chlorophyll and hake CPUE as demon-
strated in the results, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Lagged correlation can only be determined if the
time series data-set is unbroken and an unbroken time series exists within the above mentioned
period for hake CPUE which explains why modelling was only performed within the said time
range (December 2009 to October 2014). The positive relationship and significant correlation be-
tween the predictor variables, (Ekman upwelling, curl driven upwelling and chlorophyll) and
the response variable (hake CPUE) is, therefore, found to be only existing when the lag is taken
into consideration otherwise there is no significant correlation which answers the research ques-
tion of the project which questions if there is any predictability of hake that can be achieved on
the basis of understanding the impact of winds. Chlorophyll however does not significantly
contribute to the model that predicts hake CPUE in this region, therefore is excluded.
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The comparison of the findings in the Southern Benguela region and the findings made in the
coast of California by Rykaczewski and Checkley (2008) shows that in the south Benguela re-
gion, the Ekman upwelling is more important than the curl driven upwelling which was a major
contributor in the California current ecosystem. The correlation between curl driven upwelling
and sardine biomass was higher at (r=0.62, df=22, α < 0.05) than our correlation numbers. How-
ever, it is important to take into account that hake is a top predator when compared to sardine.
This means that the further dissipation of correlation strength can be attributed to a lot more
white noise that is bound to exist when the lag is bigger as hake has a more delayed response to
upwelling than sardine through the food chain. The Californian study was also performed at a
lower temporal resolution than this one as its comparisons were done on an annual level. This
would have not been possible in this study nor would it have been desired because we have a
shorter time series in an annual scale and we are interested in prediction at an operational level
(timely).
The lack of data collection consistency during the latter 5 years of the of the data collection
program is due to two suspected major reasons;
1. The vessel skippers (Captains) may have fallen out of favour with the routine of collecting
data. This may have been the case because of the lack of feedback in the form of prediction
based on the collected data at that time.
2. The skippers may have deduced a pattern within the first five years and then arbitrarily
decided to act on it by choosing to fish in this region in seasons they thought were produc-
tive and else where on seasons they doubted.
The first reason suggests a situation where there was no data collection taking place at all and
the second possible reason suggests that they may have moved their vessels to fish elsewhere
during certain seasons which mean there were no vessels located in this region for intense data
collection in some months as compared to others. The chlorophyll yielded a surprisingly lower
correlation outputs compared to upwelling when correlated with hake CPUE. This signifies that
other variables are involved in the marine food chain of the Southern Benguela region instead
of chlorophyll being the driver of the whole process after an upwelling event.
Based on the analysis of all the variables and based on the regional and international literature
cited throughout this study, it is concluded that hake in the Southern Benguela region is part of
the food chain that is driven by upwelling, predominantly Ekman upwelling even though the
chlorophyll may not strongly support this staggered process with its minimal correlation.
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8.2 Recommendations
• It is apparent that incorporating more variables into the model might yield improved re-
sults by elevating the R2. Therefore, one way of taking this study forward is through incor-
porating further predictor variables in the study such as the bottom temperature, bottom
depth, oxygen concentration and other possible predictor variables for hake CPUE.
• It is recommended that new data gets collected and be assessed in comparison with the
correlations obtained over the assessed period to check if they still hold considering that
there may be a decadal shift among correlations in some instances as suggested by Mann
(1993).
• It is recommended that other fishing regions be studied in the similar fashion in order to
ascertain if there is existence of habitat shifts under different seasonal conditions as is the
case in this region. This would also give information on the upwelling regimes in different
parts of the South African coast as the wind directions will impact hake fishing in different
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